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EFFECT OF YARD-PILING METHODS AND SALT TREATMENT

ON CHECKING OF 5/4 RED OAK LUMBER'2

By

0. W. TORGESON, Engineer

Forest Products Laboratory,2 Forest Service
U. S. Department of Agriculture

Introduction

As compared to most species, oak dries slowly and checks readily.
Because of its slow drying characteristics, it is commonly air dried before
kiln drying. This procedure saves much time in the kiln and reduces the
danger of honeycomb checks, which are caused by the use of excessive kiln
temperatures while the moisture content of the wood is above the fiber-
saturation point. This moisture condition corresponds to a moisture content
of about 28 to 30 percent based on the oven-dry weight of the wood. The
extent of such honeycombing would be increased by the presence of surface
and end checks, which often progress inwardly and open up in the interior.

Surface checking during air drying is often severe and is guarded
against by certain adjustments in piling methods. Reducing the size and
number of vertical flues is one of the methods used. Provision for some
vertical air movement through an air-seasoning pile of lumber, however, is
accepted as a necessity for best uniformity of drying; but there has been
some question as to whether or not open, vertical flues spaced uniformly e,
across the width of the pile are better, with respect to their effect on
drying rate and checking, than smaller and more irregularly spaced opening&v..
between individual boards. The main purpose of this article is to describeNf
the results of an air-seasoning experiment designed to determine the differ-.,'
ence.

The application of salt to the surfaces of green oak is known to
have a beneficial effect in reducing the amount of surface checking. The
effect of one method of application, bulk piling in salt prior to stacking
on the yard, was made a second major objective of the study.

The data were collected on 5/4 red oak during air seasoning and sub-
sequent kiln drying at Nickey Bros., Inc., Memphis, Tenn. Three piles,
approximately 6 feet wide, 12 feet long, and 10 feet high, were put up in
August 1946 and taken down in April 1947. One group was bulk piled in salt

1This study was conducted in cooperation with Nickey Bros., Inc., Memphis
Tenn
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•aintained at Madison, Wis., in cooperation with the University of Wisc'ilsin
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for a week and then piled on 1-inch stickers with four vertical flues aver-
aging about 5 inches in width. A similar pile of untreated boards was placed
about 3 feet away, and then another pile of untreated lumber with no vertically
alined flues, but with spaces about 2 inches in width between each board. A
view of each pile is shown in figure 1.

Air Drying

Material

The lumber was cut from red oak logs, 12 feet in length and 12 to 20
inches in diameter, obtained from an area approximately 25 miles east of
Memphis, Tenn. The boards were of a No. 2C and Btr. grade and were sawed
as 5/4 flat-grain stock, but averaged about 1-3/8 inches in thickness. The
widths varied from 4-1/2 to 13-1/2 inches, but most of them were near the
average width of 9-1/2 inches. The average green moisture content of the 10
boards cut for test samples was 76 percent.

Seasoning Groups

To assure good matching between the three seasoning groups, the
boards were placed alternately on three dollies as they came from the mill.
Approximately 9,000 board feet were laid aside in this manner. Two groups
were immediately piled on the air-seasoning yard, while the third group was
stored about 2 weeks to await the arrival of the salt shipment.

Salt Treatment

The salt used was a commercial product consisting of about 90 to 95
percent of common salt (sodium chloride). The rest consisted of some rust-
inhibiting chemicals. The dry salt was spread on every layer of boards tt
the rate of 100 pounds per 1,000 board feet. Each successive layer was
placed directly upon the salt on the layer below. After a week in this pile,
the boards were piled on the air-seasoning yard next to the other two piles.

Piling Procedure

A common air-seasoning piling practice for this item is to leave a,
space of about 2 inches between boards. This procedure was followed for
one group of untreated boards. The other untreated group and the salt-
treated group were piled with four vertically alined flues having a minimum
width of 2 inches, but averaging about 5 inches because of the random width
of the boards. The piles were 5 feet 8 inches wide, 12 feet long, and 47
layers high. Oak stickers were used that averaged about 1 full inch in
thickness and varied from:1 to 1-7/8 inches in width. They were placed on
2-foot centers. The bottom layer was about 30 inches above the ground in
front	 and 22 inches in the rear. The slope of the ground towards the
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rear, however, accounted for about 4 inches of the 22, as the slope of the
foundation was about 1 inch to the foot. The roof rested on 6-inch cross
timbers and consisted of two overlapping layers of boards that projected
about 2 feet in both front and rear.

Air-seasoning piles across the roadway were 18 feet away; those across
the alley, 16 feet; and those on the side, 3 feet. During most of the drying
period, the test piles were surrounded on all sides by full-height piles. The
piles were faced northward with the salt-treated group on the east, the regu-
larly spaced boards on the west, and the flue pile of untreated boards in the
middle.

Drying Data

Drying data, shown in figure 2, were obtained by placing five 2-foot
samples in each of the two piles of untreated boards. Three of the five
samples were inserted a short distance into the front end of the pile, the
first in the sixth layer down from the top, the second in the twenty-fourth,
and the third in the forty-second layer. Two samples were placed in the
outer tier of boards on the west side of each of the two piles, one in the
sixth layer and one in the forty-second layer. Being located near the outer
portion of each pile, the samples could not very well disclose the full
effect of the flues as compared to the effect of the smaller spaces between
the individual boards. They did, however, show the general air-drying rate
for this item during the period from Sept. 1, 1946 to April 29, 1947. The
drying conditions, as represented by the Weather Bureau records for Memphis,
are given in figure 2, together with the normal conditions, so as to show
departures from normal. Differences in temperature are not so important as
differences in relative humidity and precipitation. The greatest departure
from normal occurred in February 1947 when the relative humidity was 61
as compared to a normal of 74, and the precipitation was 0.71 inch as com-
pared to a normal of 4.36 inches. Monthly precipitation values for the
drying period are given in table 1.

Differences in moisture content between the three groups at the end
of the air-seasoning period were represented by data obtained at the end
of the air-drying period by cutting sections from the center of every board
in 10 layers of each pile. The 10 layers selected consisted of two adjacent
layers from each of five locations: bottom, one-quarter height, one-half
height, three-quarters height, and top. Values are given in table 2 that
show averages of boards in these layers and also of outer and inner boards
in the two top layers and of the other eight layers lower down in the pile.
These latter values would be least affected by weather conditions, and
are, therefore, most indicative of the effects of the piling method and
salt treatment. Because of increased sun and wind effects, top layers
should dry faster than layers farther down in the pile, provided the roof
is sufficiently protective to prevent rain water from entering the pile.
The common overlapping board roof, as used in this study, apparently was
not sufficiently tight to prevent this, as is shown by the fact that the
average moisture content at one-half height was lower than that at the top.
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Surface Checking Data

The extent of surface checking was determined by counting the number
and measuring the depth of all checks showing on the end-grain surfaces of
sections cut adjacent to the moisture-content sections. These are shown in
table 3 and represent the same boards as those in table 2. The number of
checks was counted by visual inspection, but, as many checks were tightly
closed and hard to see, two surface strips, about 1/8 inch thick, were sawed
from each section to disclose any additional breaks in the fibers. The
values shown in table 3 are averages of the data collected by the two methods.
The depth of most checks ranged between one-eighth to one-half inch, with a
few checks extending inward five-eighths to three-quarters inch. Those in
the salt-treated group averaged slightly less in depth than in the untreated
groups. A certain number of boards without checks (as determined by the
single cross section) were found in each group. These totaled about 25 per-
cent in the untreated groups and 40 percent in the salt-treated group.

End-trim Data

As many boards were a little longer than 12 feet, some a foot longer,
and as the projecting ends extended out from the piles in the back towards
the south, these ends were more checked and weathered than those at the
front of the piles. To determine the importance of this condition on the
amount of waste due to end trim the ends were cut off in the usual manner
by a regular operator in the dimension mill and were then measured for
length and examined for extent of checking. The average values for all 10
layers in each group are shown in table 4.

The projecting ends at the south end of the pile were darkened con-
siderably more by weathering than the more protected ends at the north
end. The weathering effect, however, was less for the salt-treated boards.
The coloring was confined mostly to the surface wood that had been most
exposed to sun and rain.

Kiln Drying

To complete the seasoning process of the boards cut for moisture-
content and surface-checking determinations at the end of the air-drying
period, two kiln runs were made under two schedules of the accelerated
type that differed only as to their initial relative humidities, of which
one started at 70 percent and the other at 60 percent. A constant temper-
ature of 180° F. was used. The schedule and drying time for the first run
are shown in figure 3. The second run was very nearly identical, except
that the drying time was slightly less because of the lower initial rela-
tive humidity. No additional checking occurred in either run, and the case-
hardening stresses were satisfactorily removed by the 1-day conditioning
treatment.
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Conclusions

Size and Arrangement of Vertical Flues 

The final moisture-content values for the inside tiers (table 2) indi-
cated that the flues brought about a somewhat faster drying rate and a lower
final moisture content than the smaller spaces between individual boards.
This was probably due to the more open piling and the lesser volume of mate-
rial in the flue pile as much as, if not more than, to the particular arrange-
ment of the openings. There is no question, however, that vertical air cir-
culation is increased by the presence of unobstructed and vertically alined
flues. The importance of this, however, is governed by the degree to which
the wind blows through the pile. In exposed places, the size and shape of
the flues is of much less importance than in places protected from the wind.

The inside tiers, with the exception of the top layers, should also
be indicative of the flue effect on checking. According to these data,
the amount of surface checking was the same in each pile.

Salt Treatment

1. The presence of salt apparently somewhat retarded the drying.
According to the inside tiers in the lower part of the pile (table 2),
the salt-treated material, after air drying from September 1946 to April
1947, had a moisture content 2 percent higher than the untreated material
that was identically piled. A part of this difference may have peen due
to the fact that the salt-treated pile was put out 3 weeks after the un-
treated pile.

2. The amount of checking in the salt-treated material was approxi-
mately one-half that in the untreated material. In neither case, however,
did honeycomb develop, and all surface checks closed and became practically
invisible after final drying. For that reason, the actual number of
checks had no effect on the amount of waste in the cut-up shop.

Roof

The poor protection given the top layers of lumber by the over-
lapping roof boards is indicated by the fact that the two top layers had
four to five times as many checks as were found in the boards farther down
in the pile. From the standpoint of quality material, this is a bad con-
dition, because the extra number of checks probably are not discernible
when the lumber is machined and put into some product, but they may later
appear through the finish after going through a cycle of moisture changes.

The higher moisture content of these layers indicates that rain
water penetrated the top layers and was, very probably, partly responsible
for the extra amount of checking. Another cause of such checking is the
more severe drying condition that is usually found directly below the roof
boards due to sun and wind effects, but this would not account for the
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higher moisture content. A tight roof with some insulating effect would very
definitely result in more uniformly sound material, although such relatively
expensive roofs are not usually provided because the:presence of tightly
closed checks seldom cause a loss to the producer of the lumber. The loser
is the user of the fabricated article at the other end of the line. He has
no way of knowing that the checks that are appearing in his dresser top are
there because that board happened to be air dried directly beneath a poor
roof.

Outer Tiers

The amount of checking in the outer tiers was a great deal less than
in the top layers , but somewhat more than in the inner tiers. The boards
at the top of the outer tiers were particularly bad. These data, therefore,
indicate that the roof should project out over the sides sufficiently to
protect the outer tiers from the sun and rain. They indicate also that the
percentage of boards checked from this cause would be less in wider piles.

Exposed Ends

Apparently, the more severe exposure of the projecting ends at the
south end of the piles caused a much greater number of end checks, but
not a greater depth. No real loss, therefore, could be attributed to
this factor in this particular case. In other cases, however, observations
have indicated that projecting ends do cause losses due to splits and warp,
and it would be unwise, therefore, not to eliminate, as much as possible,
all projecting or overhanging ends.

Kiln Drying

In kiln drying air-dried oak having a moisture content below 20
percent, a high temperature, such as 180° F., can be used with safety.
At this seasoning stage, low relative humidities also are not critical,
but it is best to use a relative humidity of about 60 percent for a day
or two until a moisture gradient is established within the wood. The
humidity can then be dropped quickly to a final of 30 percent. There is
a very definite danger of honeycombing, however, if such high temperatures
are used while the moisture content of any wood is above 30 percent. In
such cases, 110° to 130° F. (depending upon moisture content) would be
more suitable.
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Tabljik--Precipitation at Memphis, TIP 
(U. S. Weather Bureau Record)

: Current : Normal : Departure
:	 from

normal

: Inches : Inches . Inches

September 1946 :	 1.61	 2.80 : -1.19
October 1946	 :	 2.66	 2.68 : -0.02
November 1946 :	 5.46	 4.24 : +1.22
December 1946 :	 3.91	 4.51 : -0.60

January 1947	 :	 5.94	 4.81	 +1.13
February 1947 :	 0.71	 4.36 : -3.65
March 1947	 :	 1.96	 5.26 : -3.30
April 1947	 :	 4.56	 4.78 : -0.22

Table 2.--Average moisture content of boards at different
heights in the pile after air drying from
Sept. 1, 1946 to April 29, 1947

Top 2 layers
3/4 height
1/2 height
1/4 height
Bottom 2 layers

Untreated	 : Salt-treated

:	 Piled	 : Piled :	 Piled
: regularly : with :	 with

: flues :	 flues

: Percent :Percent.	 Percent 

18.7	 : 18.1 :	 18.1
17.1	 : 16.3 :	 17.6
16.1	 . 15.7 :	 18.0
16.4	 : 16.4 •	 17.2
16.8	 : 16.3 :	 18.2

Average	 17.0	 : 16.6 -	 17.8

Outer tiers 

Top 2 layers	 17.9	 : 20.3 :	 20.0
Other 8 layers	 16.9	 : 16.8 :	 18.1

Inner tiers

Top 2 layers	 19.2	 : 17.0 :	 16.7
Other 8 layers	 16.4	 15.7 :	 17.7
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Table 3.--Average number of checks per board a different 
heights in the pile after air drying from
Sept. 1, 1946 to April 29, 1947

Untreated	 : Salt-treated

Top 2 layers
3/4 height
1/2 height
1/4 height
Bottom 2 layers

:	 Piled	 : Piled :	 Piled
: regularly : with :	 with

: flues :	 flues

6.9	 : 5.2	 :	 2.9
1.6	 : 1.1 :	 .6
1.0	 :	 1.1	 :	 .3
1.2	 :	 1.4	 :	 .5
1.1	 : 1.5 :	 1.8

Average

Top 2 layers
Other 8 layers

Top 2 layers
Other 8 layers

2.4	 : 2.1	 :	 1.2

Outer tiers 

9.0	 - 7.8 :	 2.8
1.4	 : 1.5 :	 1.2

Inner tiers 

2.9
1.1	 : 1.1 :	 .6

Table 4.--Length of end trim and extent of  checking and splitting

Untreated	 : Salt-treated

:	 Piled	 : Piled with : Piled with
: regularly	 :	 flues	 • flues

: North : South: North : South: North : South
: end : end.: end : end : end : end
:(Front):(Back):(Front):(Back):(Front):(Back)

:	 2.2	 :	 1.9

Actual length needed to
clear end checks and	 7	 :

splits	 (in inches)	 :	 1.7	 :	 1.7	 :	 1.5	 :	 1.6	 :	 1.6	 :	 1.5
:	 •.	 •.	 :	 • •

Number of checks per board:	 6.4	 : 12.2	 :	 4.9	 : 11.1	 :	 4.0	 :	 8.2

Rept. D1759
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Figure 1.--Front and rear views of the three air-
seasoning piles of 5/4 red oak lumber. The lumber
in pile 1147 is salt-treated.
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Figure 2.--Average monthly temperatures and relative
humidities, and drying-time data during the air
drying of 5/4 red oak lumber.
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Figure 3.--Kiln conditions and drying-time data for
air-dried 5/4 red oak lumber. As drying was done
in a small forced-circulation kiln used for ex-
perimental drying only, the drying time would be
somewhat longer in a commercial-size kiln.
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